INTRODUCTION
Angular differential imaging (ADI) (Marois et al. 2006 ) is an observational technique in high contrast imaging where the telescope is used in pupil tracking mode so that the image of the sky rotates with respect to the optical surfaces. Bright "speckle" light caused by optical errors remains fixed in the image, while planets and disks rotate with the sky. The resulting dataset is then post-processed to remove the speckles, de-rotated to undo the sky motion, and median-collapsed to create a final data product. The postprocessing algorithms to remove the speckles are an active area of research and beyond the scope of this note. We consider the derotation and median-combination, where we show gains in signal-to-noise ratio are possible with a small change to the algorithm.
AGAINST THE MEDIAN
The main idea in this work is that the signal rotates through areas of the image with highly variable noise, and derotating and median-collapsing the datacube ignores this, mixing the noise together (see Figure 1 ). We provide a simple algorithm to to locally weight the frames during combination to account for spatial noise variations.
Consider two measurements of planet flux F , at just two different times (or positions, or rotation angles), which have different levels of noise. We denote these as (F 1 , σ 1 ) and (F 2 , σ 2 ), and wish to combine these measurements to give a single flux. Assume they are weighted by w 1 and w 2 , so that the combined flux F opt is
(1)
The signal-to-noise is defined by µ(F opt )/σ(F opt ). This is given by
By taking partials to maximize the SNR, one finds optimal weights of
This generalizes with multiple measurements to
This formula is well-known (Borenstein et al. 2011) , but rarely used with direct imaging datasets. Ruffio et al. (2017) does use a noise weighting approach in a sophisticated matched-filter, but computes the noise in the neighborhood of the planet signal in the final reduced image. This algorithm, presented for 2+1d data in the Appendix, is conceptually different as it operates on a pixel-by-pixel basis in the temporal axis of the datacube.
RESULTS WITH REAL DATA
We tested this formula on real data using the VIP analysis pipeline (Gomez Gonzalez et al. 2017 ) with the PCA, Annular PCA, and LLSG algorithms on data from Keck Infrared Vortex Coronagraph (Serabyn et al. 2017) and Palomar Stellar Double Coronagraph (Bottom et al. 2016) . In all cases, the SNR improved, with 20-40% gains being typical and 100% gains possible. We provide data and code to compare the median and variance-weighting for two such observations.
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With real data, "dead" detector pixels must be removed, as their low variance causes the denominator in Eq. 5 to explode, making "arcs" in the derotated image. Also, a "running variance" is useful in datasets with significant speckle evolution.
APPENDIX
The following steps implement Eq. 5 in 1+2d reduced data with dimension m × n × n, where the m refers to image number 1. Calculate the variance in the temporal (m) dimension of the reduced data D.
2. Create a variance cube V that is m × n × n, with each frame a copy of 1).
Derotate the reduced data
7. The final image is I 1 • I 2 , where • is element-wise multiplication Figure 1 . 1+1d reduction sequence of simulated data. The axes are time (y) and pixel position (x). (Top to bottom) "cube" with several bright, fixed speckles visible. After a PCA reduction, the planet is visible "rotating" from left to right starting at pixel 50; note that while PCA (or any algorithm) can remove speckles, it cannot remove the Poisson variations from speckles. With ADI derotation, the planet signal is aligned, but the residual noise is mixed together in the vertical direction; SNR is 7. In the variance-weighted derotation, the planet is more clearly visible with noise accounted for and weighted; SNR is 9.5
